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Abstract: The larger the LAN size, the more attacks arise and the more effort is needed to defend and control. Computer laboratories at large enterprises are suffering from the problem of the spread of viruses and the difficulty for laboratory technical administrator to permanently control such a large of number of computers within a LAN. With respect to the computer resources consumption, the LAN computers are extensively used during the day. These computers have no direct connection to the internet which may affect virus scanner’s signature update.

This paper discusses the ability to introduce a mechanism to use mobile agent technology to control antivirus software that is available at LAN computers. The proposed system consists of 4 agents: Coordinator Agent, Scan Control Agent, Process Monitor Agent and Environment Monitor Agent. A combination of software development models are used to develop such a system, CBSE and Throw-Away Prototyping. One of the findings of this paper is the applicability to build a system using Mobile Agent Technology.
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Introduction

In recent years, the damage caused by viruses and worms has rapidly increased and has proved to be a serious problem, especially in large LANs such as those available at universities and large enterprises. As a result, it has become urgent to protect all connected LAN-nodes from malwares. For example, Miwa Company [Yuki] has tried to accomplish this goal by performing the security inspection before the node’s connection to a network, but doesn't guarantee nodes security after connection.

On the other hand, there has been a strong tendency to utilize Mobile Agent Technology features as performance and reduce network traffic while controlling applications over networks. Mobile Agents’ mobility saves time and effort while installing and managing applications. Therefore, this project is intended to study the ability of building a mobile-agent-based system for controlling Anti-virus software over LANs, and introduce a mechanism for doing so.

It has been found that many Anti-virus software networks exist, but most of them need a permanent connection to remote nodes during scanning.
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and supporting processes such as EMCO Network Malware Cleaner [URL1]. However, this software causes heavy network traffic. ClamWin [URL2], a leading free open source Anti-virus which ranks the 38th place among Anti-viruses [URL3], supports on-demand protection based on an open source (GPL) anti-virus engine toolkit for UNIX called ClamAV [URL4]. It has a multi-choice command line scanner. Its virus definition is updated daily and automatically. In addition, it is compatible with most of other anti-viruses.

In recent years, Mobile Agents (MA) have been the focus of intensive search in the field of network security or network management in general. For example, Sparta [Krugel] team proposed an architecture that aims to detect security violations in a heterogeneous, networked environment. Other systems have been explained in section 2. Unfortunately, there have been no real attempts to use mobile agents in network nodes protection against viruses, except for two approaches. The first approach is performing anti-virus’ virus signature updates from specified anti-virus software servers, and the second one is the “End-User Security Management with Mobile Agents System” [Yuki] that manages security applications involving anti-viruses. However, the latter approach is still a proposed architecture that has not been implemented yet. Other attempts that have tried to use mobile agents for network security and network management in general are explained in section (2). Unlike the previous systems, the system introduced in this paper will examine the possibility of the idea, introduce a suitable mechanism, and provide a reliable architecture and an initial prototype for the most critically needed functionalities.

1. Related Works

There have been many attempts to use mobile agents in ensuring the security of the network such as intrusion detection systems and network management. Here are a few of these attempts.

In ICSE [Krugel] Sparta group aims to detect security violations in a heterogeneous, networked environment. Its architecture has been designed to a broader range of applications, ranging from network management to intrusion detection. To support their detection algorithm and to address the problem of systems which only offer an implicit way of specifying attack scenarios, Sparta group designed an attack pattern language where only very few data has to be carried by agents during each hop and the detection
algorithm is performed by multiple agents in parallel. This improves scalability, fault tolerance and performance of the system when compared to a client-server variant. Sparta group provided PKI to manage their cryptosystem. The authors of [Jansen] discussed the ability of using the useful characteristics of Mobile Agents (MAs) like autonomy and mobility in order to build a Mobile Agent Intrusion Detection Systems (MAIDS). They presented the shortcomings of the current IDSs designs and implementations. In addition, they proposed potential solutions offered by Mobile Agents (MAs). However, these solutions may enhance the performance and capabilities of IDSs and Intrusion Response Systems (IRS), but they do not enhance the method of detection or response itself. Although agents in general lack mature agent design methodologies and modeling tools, these problems are likely to be overcome as commercial demand for these products has increased and is eventually satisfied.

A Mobile Agent based Information sharing technique was proposed at [Allassaf]. The authors proposed a secure technique that helps knowledge workers and information seekers around a network. An infrastructure enabling efficient control and monitoring of the MAs and facilitating the users’ collaboration and coordination was developed. The security of the technique results from the ability of MA to protect itself by changing its name, putting a password on the MAs which may prevent access to unauthorized information. MAIST consists mainly of two components: a Network Navigation Component (NNC), which has to establish the connection, and a File Handler Component (FHC) which is responsible for information sharing processes.

2. Objectives

The main objective of this paper is to study the ability of constructing a Mobile-Agent-Based system that controls Anti-virus software and introduces a suitable mechanism to do so. In other words, it involves the protection of LAN’s nodes against the latest discovered viruses without the need to do this manually by the lab technical administrator.

Briefly, this work aims to implement a Mobile-Agent-Based System using a mobile agent platform that ensures:

Decreasing network traffic caused by connected remote scanning.
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Increasing the efficiency by reducing the amount of computer resources needed to run the protection system.
Detecting the latest discovered viruses using an update mechanism.
Performing the scan process according to computers’ state not only human order.

Methodology
In this section, four main techniques will be discussed. Each technique has specific features to meet the objectives stated before. The four techniques are:
Using one of the strong existing anti-virus software with the following features:
Periodically virus signature update: within short period.
Less resources consumption compared with others.
Scanning performance.
Selecting anti-virus software: an experiment has been done to compare the selected anti-virus performance with the most competitive one to assess the choice.
Selecting a Mobile Agent Platform that supports:
Java programming language due to the advantages of: Platform Independence, Secure Execution, Dynamic class Loading, Multithreaded Programming, Object serialization, Reflection.
The concept of Mobile Agent’s advanced features (mobility, autonomy, reactivity and proactivity).
Using Throw-Away Prototyping model; CBSE will be used beneath some iterations of the used model.

3. Development

This section discusses the development process and its results. The main objective is to build a robust integrated system that gains the benefits from the mobile agent technology in order to control anti-virus software over LAN. The open source ClamWin anti-virus software has been chosen to be the first component of this system, and JADE [URL5] is the platform which our designed mobile agents will work through. Throw-away Prototyping Model will mainly be used in developing the system. As a result, there will be development iterations.
The general ideas of the system mechanism that control the four system agents are: “CA, SCA, PMA, EMA” (See Table 1), and their functions can be summarized as follows, 

Controller Agent (CA) controls other agents; it holds the graphical user interface which is supposed to send commands to the other agents in order to work; however, it can work independently sometimes as PMA, and EMA agents can affect the SCA agent to work.

Scan Control Agent (SCA) will check the installation of the anti-virus software. It is sent by CA to perform scan and send back a customized report to the CA about the scanning process to show all types and names of viruses detected, the files infected and their locations in the system. This will be done according to the anti-virus features and capabilities. In case of anti-virus is not installed, an error message is sent back to CA.

A Process Monitor Agent (PMA) resides in each node to keep track of every suspected process, especially those executable files by monitoring and analyzing memory consumption with respect to those safe processes. This is done by using a mechanism of white and black lists of processes. Once there is a suspicious process, a message is sent to the CA and the SCA is sent automatically to that node to invoke the anti-virus software in order to perform the scan process.

An Environment Monitor Agent (EMA) will be sent by the CA parallel with the SCA to a specific node to test whether the node is stable -little resources are consumed- to begin scan. EMA is configured to send the CA a report explaining the environment stability during the day.

To sum up the idea: a multi-agent system with the four agents as listed in Table 1 will be designed. The system architecture and work scenario are briefly demonstrated in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent Name</th>
<th>Agent Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Holds the graphical user interface and coordinates other agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCA</td>
<td>Controls scanning process at nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMA</td>
<td>Monitors processes' consumption of the system resources and terminates the suspected processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA</td>
<td>Tests whether a node is stable to begin scan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5.1 - Antivirus Choice Iteration:

The anti-virus software is a critical component in the system; the selection of this component will be discussed in this section. The CBSE model is followed here with the following sub-stages: searching, analyzing and comparing the pointed out software according to the criteria of the limited resources consumption in a network platform and the ability to be integrated with the selected mobile agent platform.

Two anti-viruses were pointed out: the first is an open source called ClamWin [3] and the second is a closed source called KasperSky [URL6]. An experiment was done to select one of them. According to the results of
comparison, the ClamWin has been selected which provides the required functionality and performance. The experiment and its results are discussed in the next sub-sections.

5.1.1 - Experiment: Comparison of the Performance of KasperSky & ClamWin Anti-viruses

- **The Objective:** To compare the performance of these two anti-viruses:
  1. KasperSky (kis7.0.1.321): as one of the leading anti-viruses (ranked as the second anti-virus for the top-ten anti-viruses [URL7].
  2. ClamWin (0.91.2): as a free open source anti-virus.
- **Constants:** Same circumstances in terms of hardware and software conditions, besides the scan process which is done using the kasperSky in one turn and the ClamWin in the next turn on the same folder.
- **Experiment:** Each of these two anti-viruses is run separately, and the following tests are done for each of them:
  1. Run the anti-virus and determine an infected folder to be scanned.
  2. The CPU usage and Memory usage are determined every 30 seconds for 10 minutes based on the operating system's task manager: as shown in Table 2, Figure 2 and Figure 3.
  3. Ability to be integrated with mobile agent.
  4. The following values are determined: Elapsed Time. Number of detected viruses. Number of deleted viruses.
- **Results:**
  1. Kasper Sky:
     A- CPU & Memory usage (each row of values determined for 30 seconds).
     B- After scanning is finished:
        – Elapsed Time: 12min & 33sec.
        – Number of detected viruses: 114 viruses.
        – Number of deleted viruses: 114 viruses.
  2. Clam Win:
     A- CPU & Memory usage (each row of values determined for 30 seconds).
     B- After scanning is finished:
        – Elapsed Time: 14min & 45sec.
        – Number of detected viruses: 114 viruses.
        – Number of deleted viruses: 113 viruses
Analysis and results:

Back to the research objective the minimum resources consumption has the high priority then the detection takes place. KasperSky (K) and ClamWin (C) Anti-Viruses are both very successful in detecting and deleting viruses, but KasperSky has more resources consumption compared to ClamWin. So, ClamWin anti-virus is suitable to be used in this system for its advantages in the resources usage (an important consideration), and for its ability to be integrated with mobile agent technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>CPU usage (%)</th>
<th>Memory usage (KB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 - Mobile agent platform choice stage:

Mobile agent platform is also a critical component in the system; the selection of this component will be discussed in this section.

The CBSE model used here has the following sub-stages: search, analyze and compare the pointed out platforms which match the system requirements. Many mobile agent platforms pointed out: JADE [URL5], Odyssey, Voyager, Concordia [URL8], Aglets [URL9].

JADE simplifies the implementation of multi-agent systems through a middle-ware that complies with the FIPA specifications and through a set of graphical tools that supports the debugging and deployment phases. In addition to overcoming system requirements, its features include: (1) The
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agent platform can be distributed across machines which do not even need to share the same OS. (2) The configuration can be controlled via a remote GUI. (3) The configuration can be even changed at run-time by moving agents from one machine to another as and when required.

5.3 - Components Integration Iteration

Components integration is considered as the most critical iteration in such a system development as it would allow communications between the chosen components. ClamWin command-line-based ability leads to the real communication scheme within the application components. The Glue Code is written in JAVA in order to integrate the two technologies. A sample of the Glue Code is shown in Figure 4:

```java
import java.util.*;
import java.io.*;
public class GlueCode {
    public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException{
        Runtime.getRuntime().exec("cmd /c start C:\"Program Files/ClamWin/bin/clamscan.exe" --verbose --quiet --infected --show-progress --log=C:\reports.txt --copy=C:\copied --database=C:\"Documents and Settings/All Users/.clamwin/db " --recursive C:\viruses/ ");
        Runtime.getRuntime().exec("cmd /c start c:\reports.txt");
    }
}
```

Figure 3: Glue Code to integrate Clamwin and Mobile Agent system

5.4 - System Functions Iterations

This section provides a detailed description of the methods followed to develop the system’s four agents: Coordinator Agent, Scan Control Agent, Process Monitor Agent and Environment Monitor Agent.

5.4.1 - Coordinator Agent (CA)

Specification:
This agent is designed to be responsible for coordinating to somewhat the whole system. It runs on the “Coordinator” node as a graphical interface agent. It receives messages from the other available connected nodes. It has the ability to choose a connected node in one of the available labs within the LAN and send a copy of itself running gaining portability characteristics.
• Development:
The real development is done on Computer Labs involved in this project as a case study; these labs are Lab A, Lab B and Lab C. Once a lab is selected a scan agent is created then a copy of it is sent to each connected node in this lab. When the scan process at one of the connected nodes is completed, a message returns back to the “Coordinator Agent” to label this node with whether the scan operation is done successfully or not, Figure 5 is the interface of (CA).

Besides, the (CA) supports the portability since it has the ability to choose a connected node in one of the available labs and send it a copy of itself, so any connected node could be a Coordinator Node.

• Validation:
CA is partially developed and tested successfully. As the process of sending the "Scan Control Agent" to every node in the selected lab encountered many errors, we have succeeded to send a "SCA" just to one selected node. On the other hand, we have succeeded to develop and test the portability function.

Figure 4: Interface of CA
5.4.2 - Scan Control Agent (SCA)

- **Specification:**
  This agent is designed to be responsible for invoking the anti-virus to perform the scan process on the target node.

- **Development:**
  This agent is created by the “CA” when a lab is selected to scan its connected nodes. A copy of “SCA” agent travels to every connected node of the selected lab; once the scan process is completed, it sends back a message whether the scan process is done successfully or not. When the task of this “SCA” is done, the "SCA" is killed by itself.

- **Validation:**
  The "SCA" is developed and tested successfully.

5.4.3 - Environment Monitor Agent (EMA)

- **Specification:**
  This agent will work to test the environment stability in terms of CPU and Memory consumption to decide whether to call the SCA or not, so we need a suitable programming language for this function to be integrated with the agent development code.

- **Development:**
  In fact, this agent has not been implemented yet, but the main idea is to use a Java Code that helps in finding out memory and CPU consumption for all running processes.

- **Validation:**
  The work on this agent wasn't completed to do the required validation.

5.4.4 - Process Monitor Agent

- **Specification:**
  This agent role is to monitor and detect suspicious processes in the system to provide a real time protection. Since java has the ability to execute command lines as part of its code, also JADE is a Java platform which is planned to include some JAVA commands in the monitor agent’s work.

- **Development:**
  In order to develop PMA, we tried the following two functions:
  1. Obtain the tasks list which shows the active processes at a current time.
  2. Check for Scheduled Applications, since it is possible (although rare) that malware may try and use the Windows scheduler service to launch an unauthorized application [URL10].
The work started on the first function. The aim was to get the active processes at the current time. This is an important point to determine whether the operating system files were introduced or modified by the attacks. By checking the changes in some areas, the infected systems are likely to have new processes introduced into their memory. This required us to save the list of tasks (processes) at the current time in order to save it in a specific location for further malware analysis. So, we found that executing the command `tasklist /v >TaskList.txt` will create a file called "TaskList.txt" in the current working directory that could be used by this agent.

4. Results

The Objectives were almost achieved:

1. The network traffic decreased by using JADE as a mobile agent environment for System’s Agents to work within.
2. The efficiency increased by reducing the amount of computer resources needed to run the System as an anti-virus Software. ‘ClamWin’ used proved its performance advantage compared with the powerful one ‘Kasper Sky’.
3. On the other hand, it’s possible to perform automated scan process according to computers state not only human order.
4. The system succeeded to detect the latest discovered viruses by using an update mechanism.

But some obstacles appeared. These obstacles include:

1. Most Mobile Agent Platforms lack FIBA standardization and many weren’t available to be used.
2. Most agent development tools are still new with security bugs and vulnerabilities that are yet unknown, as most of the platforms are ‘Alpha’ or ‘Beta’ versions.
3. No similar mobile agent based systems for controlling anti-virus was available while working on this system.
4. Getting the benefits of Mobile Agents Characteristics is partially achieved in the system’s prototype, but totally achieved in our proposed system as shown in Table 3.
An evaluation is made of our proposed system compared to “End-User Security Management with Mobile Agents” System; this proposed system discussed the ability of using mobile agents for network security management. The differences are illustrated in Table 4.

### Table 2: Evaluation of the Introduced System Prototype Compared to Others

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Protection</th>
<th>“End-User Security Management with Mobile Agents” System</th>
<th>Our proposed system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scan Process</td>
<td>Done by a scan agent, managed by agent manager</td>
<td>Using ClamWin and executed by Scan Agent which determines the parameters of ClamWin’s scan process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Not implemented, only a proposed architecture is done.</td>
<td>Some functions of the original architecture are successfully implemented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Business Benefits

As a positive result of the ability of Mobile Agents to be used in controlling anti-viruses software over LANs, it’s also applicable to build such a system with such objectives achieved in the previous results.
Furthermore, this system will be very helpful when it is used in scalable huge networks such as universities and companies as it reduces time and effort needed by the lab technical administrator to manage nodes’ protection mechanism. It also extends the scanning process that will be automated according to nodes’ state of resources in a way that increases the efficiency of such a system and process in addition to the human scanning order.

6. Conclusions

This paper has discussed the ability of using Mobile Agent Technology in controlling an anti-virus over LANs. A suitable architecture was proposed to control ClamWin Anti-virus via mobile agents running within JADE Mobile Agent Platform.

Getting benefit of Mobile Agents characteristics is a competitive advantage in network management. Regardless of its tool obstacles, the researchers have partially succeeded in implementing some of the system’s functionalities using the Prototype Model with CBSE. Depending on the results of this paper, the researchers recommend the use of mobile agent in controlling anti-virus SW over LAN with respect to the issues raised in the next paragraph.

As a future work, the proposed system will be extended to a complete Mobile-Agent-Based protection system by involving: intrusion detection agent, firewall agent ... etc. Achieving security for both agents against malicious hosts and vs. by these facilities, such a system will be fully applicable in LAN’s security management and required functionality.
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